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David Thiel Presents: 

 

When was the last time something truly magical happened to you? 

This is an invitation to transport your next event to a place where 

regular rules don’t apply, where memories take on a life of their own 

and wonderful things hidden in the shadows can sometimes be coaxed 

into the light. 

This is your invitation to take your next gathering on an adventure you 

will always remember…to witness firsthand and participate in effects 

depicting clairvoyance, telepathy and mind reading. 

This is your invitation to join David Thiel, one of Canada’s top corporate mentalists, for an ‘up-close and 

personal’ evening of Whispering Minds. It’s an event where your guests, along with their thoughts and 

memories, are the stars of the show and you will be left wondering if what you’ve just seen can possibly 

be real. 

“There’s nothing occult about what I do,” David says. “Nothing spooky. There’s me. Your group and the 

memories we make together. This event is about taking my audience on a journey.” 

That journey is an intimate event called “Whispering Minds.” It is split into two parts: 

The Whispering Minds Show: an event your whole group will experience. This 30-45 minute 

performance features David interacting with your audience, sharing the effects he has performed for 

Fortune 500 companies, on grandstands and before hundreds of corporate and convention audiences all 

over Canada since 1990 along with new effects that have been custom designed for small groups. 

The difference? It’s intimate. Your guests aren’t watching from the audience. They can be as much a part 

of the show as they choose to be. This is a performance with much of David’s warm trademark humour. 

But ultimately, it’s about brushing up against wonder.  

You’ll learn the circumstances of a woman’s first kiss. You’ll see two audience members exchange 

thoughts without speaking. You’ll witness seemingly impossible predictions. You’ll learn fascinating 

things about the other people in the audience who share your life. 

The second segment of your event is… 
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One on One: is up close and personal:  ten six-minute personal sessions with David. Your guests can 

come singly or as a couple. Each guest can decide how they want to spend their time. Having just 

watched the show, some will be curious about what it feels like to have their mind read. The more 

adventurous may choose to have one of David’s Impressionism Readings. Whatever their choice, this is 

sure to be the highlight of the night for some of your guests. 

Show Notes: 

A quieter environment is best. For the Whispering Minds Show, your guests should be comfortably 

seated, so that everyone can see the performance area. 

The One on One sessions ideally should be in a private area. What happens during these sessions can 

sometimes be quite personal.  

The 10 one-on-one appointments should be in an area equipped with three chairs since a maximum of 

two guests can be accommodated at a time. It is important that your guests know when their 

appointments are scheduled. (You will receive a sign-up sheet in your pre-event email.) 

To keep the intimate atmosphere of the performance, a maximum of 15 guests are allowed. 

Covid Notes 

None of the of the Whispering Minds show effects involve physical touch. In a few of the demonstrations 

David may hand the participant a small item like a piece of paper, a book or a pad…with the consent of 

the participant. All items have been sanitized prior to each performance. Hand sanitizer is also available 

on-site. David does not wear a mask when performing. Guests are free to choose to keep theirs on or 

leave them off. 

“I don’t do anything in my show – or in the private sessions after the 

show – that anyone else couldn’t do with the same training, 

methods, techniques…and healthy dose of intuition. Experience is a 

factor too. I’ve been doing this a long time. But I still never know 

what’s going to happen in any given show. That’s why I really enjoy 

the small Mind Games evenings. We have a chance to spend time 

together and get to know each other.”  
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David has been entertaining corporate, convention and 

grandstand audiences for over 30 years. (Spend a little 

time on his website.)  

The arrival of Covid, the lockdowns and the ban on large 

gatherings took the entire entertainment industry by 

surprise and created challenges and opportunities for 

performers. 

“Every professional performer got a shock in the space of one two-week period in this past 

spring. We watched as all of our shows were cancelled or rescheduled…one by one. No one 

really knew what was happening,” says David. “I spent a few months at home, waiting for 

things to get back to ‘normal.’ I gradually realized that this WAS the new normal.” 

That is why David created Whispering Minds. He has re-designed and re-thought his show, fully 

adapting it for performance to much smaller audiences. 

“I love people. I love performing. So, I decided to get back to the kind of show that I’ve always 

enjoyed: small groups. Intimate evenings. There’s a special kind of magic that is created in 

environments like that. I can perform material that simply don’t work for grandstand audiences, 

or shows where there are hundreds of people watching,” he says. “These events are special.” 

“It may have been one of the most amazing experiences of my life. I wasn’t sure what to 

expect. I’d never seen a mentalist before. But my friends are still talking about the show, 

wondering how you did those things. The most memorable part of the night for me was the 

reading you did for me after the show. We’ll be booking you again.” 

Angela C. 

“Whispering Minds” is the perfect option for groups that want to try something very 

different. It is designed for small office parties, private get-togethers and Ladies Only 

events.  

If you would like more information or want to make a booking, email or give us a call at 

(780) 977-2902. You’ll be glad you did. 
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